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Amazon's website crashed as soon as Prime Day began
By Nick Stell | @brickettall | Jul 16, 2018, 3:16pm EDT

https://www.theverge.com/2018/7/16/17577654/amazon-prime-day-website-down-deals-service-disruption
“The main objective in selecting a workload should always be representativeness” (Ferrari, 1972)
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Existing load test generation process
Our contribution (I): automation
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Our contribution (2): service-tailoring
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Our contribution (III): context-tailoring

trace logs → log-based service-tailoring → clustering → Workload Model Repository → context-tailoring → model-based service-tailoring → parameterization → workload model → load test

context information → context-tailoring description
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Telescope or PROPHET
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Clustering and context improve accuracy

- "distance to reference workload"

- "baseline"

- "perfect forecasting"  "Telescope"  "Prophet"

- "total/no context"  "indiv/no context"  "indiv/context"
Issue #1: the user behavior changes
Issue #2: forecasting has sharp jumps
Issue #2: forecasting has sharp jumps
We can generate tailored load tests automatically...

... but the existing workload characterization & forecasting methodologies are not (fully) ready for this

1. think times not integrated into clustering
2. missing prediction of curve shape
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